SHORT STORIES: 5+5 DIVAGAZIONI INTORNO ALL’ARCHITETTURA

#01: ORIGINI E RESPONSABILITA’ DELL’ARCHITETTO

FAST FORWARD >>

#02: LA FORMA COSTRUITA

#03: LUOGHI SIGNIFICATIVI

#04: IL MIRACOLO DELL’ARTE

#05: ARCHITETTURA COME CONOSCENZA

Cimitero Est di Malmoe, chiosco dei fiori (1968-69)

manifesto e testamento insieme, in forma costruita, del suo pensiero

Un teorema di poderoso ermetismo in cui la
dialettica tra costruzione e decorazione, che
attraversa tutta l’opera di SL, raggiunge una sublime
rappresentazione. Nel chiosco dei fiori la decorazione
non esplicita più i contenuti della costruzione,
per negarli o per contraddirli come era avvenuto
in passato, ma si fa portatrice di valori autonomi
sia materici sia formali, suggerendo quel futuro
dell’architettura che è diventato solo in parte il nostro
presente.
Molto altro infatti si cela dietro/dentro questo minuto
enigmatico silente volume grigio che deve ancora
essere completamente decodificato.
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Culture of interiors has been often forced to coincide with the
architecture history or with the furniture one, misunderstandaf_l`Yll`]kh][aÚ[alqg^aff]j%khY[]akk`Yj]\Yegf_Zgl`g^
l`]e&EqogjcYaeklg[gfljaZml]lgl`]\]Úfalagfg^l`]\ak[ahdaf]g^afl]jagjkYf\hjghgk]kYfafl]jhj]lYlagfg^alkkh][aÚ[
character, establishing and grounding its ethic and methodology of design, by discussing some topic issues. Main focus has
been addressed to those human inhabiting activities, like relations between objects, their use and space, which are basic
for the creation of the meaning of places and therefore central
afYkg[Ydd]\afl]jagj\]ka_fYhhjgY[`&L`][]fljYdalqg^l`]
subject[ive] experience is relevant (both in the teaching strategy and in the professional practice) because it becomes the
parameter to design uses and shapes and determinates those
[mdlmjYde]Yfaf_ko`]j]gZb][lk[YfZ]hjgh]jdqk]l&L`]afl]riors approach in fact, stresses the importance of these cultural
relations between objects and context as possibility of really
using and understanding the places, and therefore to design
or re-design them, like in the intervention on the existent.

H U M A N D I M E N S I O N
a fundamental parameter to recognize
whatever project as characterized by
Zg ZiikhZ\a pbmabg ma^ Û^e] h_ Bgm^riors is the evidence of human presence in the design process. Not only
in terms of human scale metrics, from
the use of inches and foot to more sophisticated golden section and so on,
but in terms of the project to be capable to show existing relationships
between space, that we prefer to call
“place”, gesture use and meaning.
S E L F - D I M E N S I O N
This also explains why, working with Interiors at school, the self-dimension is ofm^g\Zee^]bg^ob]^g\^3ma^k^Ü^qbo^Z\tion of involving “yourself” in the design
process is almost the only strategy both
to avoid extreme generalization and to
give depth of meaning to design choices.
A C T I O N S & P L A C E
Shape and gesture in the interior are
strictly connected and this topic repk^l^gml ma^ [Zlb\ li^\bÛ\bmr h_ bgm^kbhk
culture. Therefore, Interiors represent,
kZma^k maZg Zg hi^kZmbo^ Û^e] bg bmself, an approach to design, focused
on the relevance of gesture, considered as the action building-the-place.
O B J E C T S & F U R N I T U R E
The character and the quality of an
Zf[b^gm bl ]^Ûg^] [r ma^ lrlm^f h_
objects and of actions this system
can give rise to: they construct precise settings, suggest models and lifestyles, support cultural endeavors.
T H E E X S I S T E N T
The practice of interiors, in this view,
is addressed and suitable both to new
design and to intervention on/around
existent since it takes care of relationship between gesture and space, with
the help of objects. However,“working
on the existing” is paradigmatic for the
discipline: the already existing constructions are the place where spacehas to
be thought around the subject, where
g^p `^lmnk^l g^^] mh Ûg] ahf^ '
H O S P I T A L I T Y
It is the place where hospitality investigation between actions and
shapes are more deeply developed
because of the reduced freedom connected with the existing boundaries.

NTERIORS

DUFKLWHWWXUD DELWDUH: HUMAN DIMENSION
place-gesture-use-meaning
a fundamental parameter to recognize whatever project as
characterized by an approach within thefield of Interiors is the
evidence of human presence in the design process. Not only in terms
of human scale metrics, from the use of inches and foot to more
sophisticated golden section and so on, but in terms of the project
to be capable to show existing relationships between space, that
we prefer to call “place”, gesture use and meaning
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AMBIENT-azioni
Shape and gesture in the interior are strictly connected and this topic
represents the basic specificity of interior culture. Therefore, Interiors represent,
rather than an operative field in itself, an approach to design, focused on the
relevance of gesture, considered as the action-building-the-place.

A&P Smithson, Small pleasure of life, in Changing the art of inhabititation, 1993

FURNITURE
presence&role of objects
The character and the quality of an ambient is defined by the system of objects and
of actions this system can give rise to: they construct precise settings, suggest models
and lifestyles, support cultural endeavours.

Ettore Sottsass, schizzo di arredo, 1972

THE PARADIGMA OF THE EXISTENT
interior/into-something
the querelle of the origin[al]
the querelle of the tradition[al]
The practice of interiors, in this view, is addressed and suitable both to new design
and to interventionon/around existent since it takes care of relationship between
gesture and space, with the help of objects. However,“working on the existing” is
paradigmatic for the discipline: the already existing constructions are the place
where space has to be thought around the subject, where new gestures need
to “find home”.

LC, Besteguì apartament, Paris 1929-31

HOSPITALITY
creating a-place-to-be
It is the place where hospitality investigation between actions and shapes are
more deeply developed because of the reduced freedom connected with the
existing boundaries.

Marcello Chiarenza, installazione, 1997

"There are even gods here"
[Heraclitus]
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